Community Perspectives on the Impact of Climate Change on Health in Nunavut, Canada
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ABSTRACT. The purpose of this study was to explore community perspectives on the most important ways that climate change is affecting the health of northern peoples. The study was conducted in Iqaluit, Nunavut, using a participatory action approach and the photovoice research method. Participants identified themes and patterns in the data and developed a visual model of the relationships between the themes identified. Five themes emerged from the data: the direct impacts of climate change on the health of individuals and communities, the transition from past climates to future climates, necessary adaptation to the changing climate in the North, the call to action (individual, regional, and national), and reflection on the past and changing knowledge systems. A climate change and health model was developed to illustrate the relationships between the themes. Participants in this study conceptualized health and climate change broadly. Participants believed that by engaging in a process of ongoing reflection, and by continually incorporating new knowledge and experiences into traditional knowledge systems, communities may be better able to adapt and cope with the challenges to health posed by climate change.
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RÉSUMÉ. L’objectif de cette étude consistait à explorer diverses perspectives communautaires quant aux manières les plus importantes dont le changement climatique a des incidences sur la santé des gens du Nord. L’étude a été réalisée à Iqaluit, au Nunavut, au moyen d’une méthode d’action et de recherche participative faisant appel à la « photovoice ». Les participants ont déterminé les thèmes de même que les tendances caractérisant les données, puis ont abouti à un modèle visuel pour établir des relations entre les thèmes ainsi déterminés. Les données ont donné lieu à la formulation de cinq thèmes, soit les incidences directes du changement climatique sur la santé des gens et des collectivités; la transition des anciens climats aux nouveaux climats; l’adaptation nécessaire au climat changeant dans le Nord; un appel à l’action (individuel, régional et national); et une réflexion sur les systèmes de savoir du passé qui sont en pleine évolution. Ensuite, un modèle de changement climatique et de santé a été élaboré dans le but d’illustrer les liens existant entre les divers thèmes. Les participants à cette étude ont conceptualisé le changement climatique et ses incidences sur la santé à grande échelle. Ils croyaient qu’en s’adonnant à un processus de réflexion continue et qu’en intégrant constamment de nouvelles connaissances et expériences aux systèmes de savoir traditionnel, les collectivités pourraient être mieux placées pour s’adapter et relever les défis posés par le changement climatique en matière de santé.
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Traduit pour la revue Arctic par Nicole Giguère.
INTRODUCTION

The evidence that the climate is changing and that these changes can be attributed to human activities has become stronger in recent years (Hegerl et al., 2007). A recent report published by the Lancet Commission on Climate Change found that climate endangers health in six key ways: through changing patterns of disease and mortality, extreme weather events, food insecurity, water scarcity, heat waves, and threats to built structures, including housing and public infrastructure (Costello et al., 2009). The Arctic Climate Impact Assessment (ACIA) suggests that future climate change will be experienced earlier and more acutely in polar regions (ACIA, 2004). Indigenous peoples of the North are being affected by climate change, and future changes in climate are likely to pose serious challenges (World Health Organization, 2003; ACIA, 2004). However, the health-related impact on communities in northern Canada is not yet fully understood. Northern communities hold a close relationship with the land. Seals, whales, walrus, caribou, and other species provide highly nutritious food (Kuhnlein and Soueida, 1992) and provide a deep connection to the natural environment (Watt-Cloutier, 2004). The environment and the country foods that come from the land, lakes, rivers, and sea remain central to the way of life, cultural identity, and health of northern people (Egan, 1998; Duhaime et al., 2004; Watt-Cloutier, 2004; Van Oostdam et al., 2005). Hunting lies at the core of Inuit culture, teaching such key values as courage, patience, tenacity, and boldness under pressure, qualities that are required for both worlds—the modern and the traditional—in which Inuit live (Watt-Cloutier, 2004). For Inuit communities, sea-ice travel is critical to accessing wildlife resources and traveling between communities during winter months. Uncharacteristic weather patterns, storm events, and ice conditions are undermining the safety of travel and hunting or fishing activities (Furgal and Seguin, 2006). The increased risks to safety, as well as the longer traveling distances, are challenging the harvesting of country foods (Furgal and Seguin, 2006). The increasingly unpredictable weather patterns affect access to health services by threatening medical evacuation procedures that rural and remote areas rely upon for emergency and high-risk patient care. In addition to posing threats to livelihood and food security in the North, warming temperatures may be contributing to an increase in reports of never-before-seen species of biting flies and insects. Climate change is also proposed to pose the threat of increased vector-borne disease; however, this increase has not yet been clearly demonstrated (Kovats and Haines, 2005). Furthermore, permafrost melting attributable to a warmer climate will have serious implications for the structural integrity of northern houses and buildings (Furgal and Seguin, 2006). Northern community members have shared the concern that climate change, and the resulting changes in the environment and communities, may further compound existing health issues, including mental health and wellness, nutritional deficiencies, rates of respiratory illness, livelihood and economic stability, safety, and the spread of disease (Furgal and Seguin, 2006).

Research on the health impacts of climate change in northern Canada is a newer field. To date, the literature has largely focused on the collection of local indigenous knowledge and observations about weather patterns, land and sea-ice conditions, animal behaviour, and species sightings (Furgal et al., 2002; Furgal and Seguin, 2006; Laidler, 2006; Laidler et al., 2008; Weatherhead et al., 2010); risk and community vulnerability to climate change (Ford and Smit, 2004; Ford et al., 2006; Ford, 2009; Laidler et al., 2009); and adaptation and adaptive capacity (Berkes and Jolly, 2001; Natural Resources Canada, 2004). Current approaches include a focus on indigenous knowledge and local observations of environmental change, as well as scientific assessments of the impacts associated with these and other forms of change (Furgal and Seguin, 2006).

Community-led Research

Research that strives to understand how climate change affects the health of northern communities must elicit meaningful community involvement in the research process. Moreover, community participation and social mobilization are essential for identifying the factors that enhance or inhibit local adaptive capabilities in the face of climate change. The data presented here resulted from an initiative by Qaujigiartiit Health Research Centre, an independent community organization located in Iqaluit, Nunavut, in response to community requests for a forum in which to gain technical knowledge and hands-on experience of research. The Centre’s mandate is to enable health research to be conducted locally, by Northerners and with communities, in a supportive, safe, culturally sensitive, and ethical environment, as well as to promote the inclusion of both Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit and Western science in addressing health concerns, creating healthy environments, and improving the health of Nunavumiut. The Centre is governed by a board of directors, whose members represent Nunavut-based research bodies, Inuit organizations, territorial and municipal governments, community members, and youth. This project was part of a research skills workshop held in Iqaluit on 12–14 May 2009, which included training in interviewing, survey administration, Inuit and community perspectives on ethics in research, and photovoice methodology. The photovoice research study presented in this paper took place over the course of that workshop.

This study explored community perspectives on the impact that climate change can and will have on the health of northern peoples. We combined a research project with an educational opportunity in order to build confidence and capacity so that Northerners may participate meaningfully in projects that come to their communities and eventually lead their own research projects on health, climate change, or both, in the future.
METHODS

This exploratory, qualitative study used the photovoice research method. Six community participants from Nunavut communities (Gjoa Haven, Chesterfield Inlet, and Iqaluit), and two visiting graduate students took part in the training, data collection, and analysis of the study in Iqaluit, Nunavut. The participants were recruited through an open invitation sent by fax and e-mail to health centres, community organizations, and government and non-government agencies in Nunavut. The six participants volunteered to take part, and travel was provided to Iqaluit for the volunteers from other communities. The role of the graduate students was to learn about the research method and process and to record the discussion. The Participatory Action Research (PAR) approach (Macaulay et al., 1999) affords individuals the opportunity to participate directly in a study by sharing their knowledge and providing their perspectives on the research question. Participatory research attempts to negotiate a balance between developing valid, generalizable knowledge and benefiting the community that is being researched and to improve research protocols by incorporating the knowledge and expertise of community members. Collaboration, education, and action are the three key elements of participatory research. An advantage of a PAR approach in the North is that it stresses the relationship between researcher, participants, and community; capacity building in the community through research involvement; and the direct benefit to the community of the potential research outcomes (Macaulay et al., 1999). A goal is that research participants and collaborators should “own” the research process and use its results to improve the quality of life in the community. Photovoice (originally termed “photo novella”) is referred to as an educational tool, an advocacy tool, and a participatory action research method (Wang and Burris, 1994, 1997; Wang et al., 1998). Rooted in the tenets of participation, empowerment, accessibility, and self-documentation, photovoice is a technique for eliciting community perspectives and capturing everyday life experiences through photography (Moffitt and Vollman, 2004).

The photovoice technique was used to explore the impacts of climate change on health in Nunavut from the perspective of community members. The participants were the researchers and photographers: they own the data, and they were full participants in the analysis. Community participants were each provided with a camera and asked to photograph what they understood to be the most important effects of climate change on the health of the people in their communities. The photographs served to elicit individual perspectives and experiences in a group discussion about the effects of climate change on health. Participatory analysis emphasizes process, and participants are made central to this process (Moffitt and Vollman, 2004). Participants were asked to describe the rationale behind their photographs and to share the stories, perspectives, and experiences represented in these images. The printed photos were discussed one at a time, and the group members collaborated to select a “message” or “title” that they felt represented the photo. The photos were then grouped (and re-grouped) according to patterns the participants began to identify in the images. Photographs that they considered similar were placed together, and the messages attached to each photo at the beginning of the process formed the basis for the themes identified. This process led them to develop a visual model of relationships between these themes. With the group’s permission, a written record of the discussion was kept.

As the participants in the project are the researchers and this project was initiated in Nunavut by Nunavummiut, this project was not eligible for review by a governing or legislative body. Therefore, a detailed discussion about community and Inuit perspectives on ethics was part of the process, and a locally developed “ethics checklist” was used as a guiding framework (Qaujigiartiit Health Research Centre, 2010). Additionally, the project adhered to the ethical principles developed by the Association of Canadian Universities for Northern Studies (ACUNS) and the Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR) Guidelines for the Ethical Conduct of Health Research with Aboriginal Peoples (ACUNS, 2003; CIHR, 2008). Most importantly, the participants agreed to adhere to the Inuit principle of Inuuqatigiriottiniq, working in an environment of respect and appreciation for one another. The participants collectively decided how to share the results of the study with their communities, the research community, and the public in general. They have used local newspaper and radio interviews, a research report, and an exhibit at the Nunatta Sunakkutaangit Museum in Iqaluit (all in both English and Inuktitut), as well as a poster presentation at an academic conference and the present paper.

RESULTS

Five themes emerged from analysis and discussion of the photographic data: reflection on past and changing knowledge systems, direct impacts of climate change on health, transition from past climates to future climates, necessary adaptation to the changing climate in the North, and a call to action. The participants created a model of the themes identified during the analysis to illustrate visually the relationships they felt were crucial to understanding their perspective on climate change and health in their communities.

Reflection and Changing Knowledge Systems

Participants identified the theme of reflection and changing knowledge systems as central to the relationship between climate change and health. In the words of one participant, “We need to think about the past, reflect on our experiences, and look forward to the future.” Participants saw the capacity to reflect on the past and preserve Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit (Inuit knowledge) as essential to coping with the effects of climate change on health (Fig. 1). They also recognized the importance of new knowledge about the changing environment and its implications for the land.
and for community health: in their view, incorporating new information into traditional knowledge systems is essential to managing the health effects of climate change.

**The Impacts of Climate Change on Health**

Direct effects of climate change on health were a prominent theme in group discussions. Participants thought that climate affects health in six key ways: through contamination of food, contamination of water, changes in weather patterns, melting permafrost, isolation due to restricted mobility, and loss of their way of life and their livelihood. One participant reflected that access to country food will be altered profoundly by climate change. Participants felt that community members will have to travel farther, in more dangerous conditions, and using different modes of transportation, in order to ensure country food security and maintain a traditional diet. The participant who photographed the ski-doo (Fig. 2) said, “We’ll be seeing more of this... more machines for sale. We won’t be able to use them any more when it warms up,” highlighting her concern not only that ways of hunting will change, but also that people may not be able to hunt at all in the future.

**The Transition from Past Climates to Future Climates**

Participants reported that the transition from cold to hot was a particularly salient theme for the North, where history, health, and well-being are so intimately associated with colder environments. Figure 3, an image of ice and sand, is meant to represent the participants’ perspective on the melting environment and the change from cold to warmer climates. Notions of change and transformation were discussed, and with these ideas emerged expressions of vulnerability. One participant said, “I feel vulnerable to the changes that may come. The snow is melting, the ice is melting. It will be different.” Participants described feelings both of personal vulnerability (highlighted by the need to travel in dangerous conditions, for example) and of collective vulnerability (highlighted by the sense of collective
cultural demise). Participants associated the sense of loss they feel with climate change in the North. For many, the transition from colder to warmer environments means a loss of livelihood, a loss of tradition, and a loss of preferred activities, such as snowmobiling, hunting, and camping.

**Necessary Adaptation**

Building upon the conclusion that transition is nearly inevitable, the participants highlighted the importance of adaptation for health and well-being in light of climate change. Participants proposed a variety of strategies for coping with climate change and reversing its ill effects. For example, referring to the image of the stop sign (Fig. 4), the photographer said, “I took this picture because it shows we can recycle things. The old oil drum is being re-used to help hold up signs. There are many more ways we can recycle if we think about it.” These ways included improving personal choices, promoting sustainability, discouraging waste, cleaning up our own communities, and advocating for hope and survival in the face of adversity. The participants felt that collectively, Northerners can make changes to adapt to the changing climate and make lifestyle choices that may help reduce the effects of human-induced climate change.

**The Call to Action**

One participant, showing a picture of a sewage truck (Fig. 5), told the story of a recent event in her community. The local river eroded during the spring melt, washed out the bridge, and obstructed the route of the sewage-removal truck to the community. As a result, the community was forced to dump its sewage into the sea. The contamination of sea waters with sewage was a serious concern to community members. The participant told this story to illustrate her feelings of being “stuck between a rock and a hard place,” since communities in the North often have few alternatives, and thus little capacity to live more sustainably. Participants further indicated that geographic and environmental conditions in the North necessitate resource- and energy-intensive practices (such as sea-lift shipment, air cargo and air travel) and hinder environmentally friendly practices (such as recycling). The paucity of environmentally favourable alternatives for communities in the North was deemed, by participants, to be a call to action. One participant spoke of the need for action to protect our children from any harm or hazard that comes from human-induced climate change. In the context of the photo of a tricycle stuck in the snow (Fig. 6), this participant said: “This bike is stuck in the snow. Our children will be stuck in the future, too. They are stuck with what we leave for them. If we do nothing, they will be stuck with our mess.”

Participants highlighted that action on an individual level can be two-pronged, involving education and responsible living. First, they suggested that information and education are essential to ensuring that individuals are knowledgeable about the effects of climate change in the North and can participate in meaningful, informed decision making on these issues. Secondly, they thought that individuals ought to be responsible for reducing consumption and living sustainably.

At the community level, it was believed that planning and consultation were essential to ensure successful management of climate-change effects on health. Engaging communities in political action was deemed imperative, and mechanisms of redistribution, or community sharing, ought to be strengthened to ensure more equitable access to country foods for communities whose access has been limited.

Participants associated a reduction in consumption with sustainable practices that would help mitigate the effects of climate change, and they stressed the need for investment.
in waste management services on a regional level, to ensure that recycling and compost programs have the capacity to operate throughout the territory. They felt it was also important to invest in territorial search-and-rescue programs, given the increasingly unpredictable weather patterns and sea-ice traveling conditions. Correspondingly, engaging policy makers was seen as essential to the promotion of environmentally friendly practices in Nunavut.

Finally, participants believed that the call to action on a national level involves a strengthening of knowledge sharing, consciousness-raising, and communication about the effects of climate change in the North. They believe that national policy makers can enforce corporate accountability and ban the dangerous chemicals that contaminate the environment and country foods in the North. Finally it was thought that investment should be made, at a national level, into alternative energy sources and innovative environmental practices.

**The Climate Change and Health Model**

The climate change and health model is a visual representation of the themes that emerged through the photovoice analysis process (Fig. 7). The model was created by the participants in the project. The placement of the themes around and within a circle, signifies interaction and overlap between ideas and messages. The theme of reflection and changing knowledge systems was identified as central to the relationship between climate change and health. The participants felt that knowledge, both past, present, and future, is one of the most important factors in mitigating the effects of climate change on health. From this central concept emerged four extensions: the themes of impacts, transition, adaptation, and action. Participants felt that the direct impacts of climate change both result from and contribute to the transition of the land, environment, and way of life of northern peoples. This transition has and will continue to promote action at the individual, community, regional, and national levels. Action may take the form of an individual lifestyle change (i.e., using more energy-efficient light bulbs) or advocacy on a national political level. The actions are part of our collective adaptation to the changing climate. The adaptive capacity of communities will be affected by the level and extent of the actions undertaken. These adaptations could then potentially change or mitigate the continuing and future impacts of climate change on health in this cyclic model.

**DISCUSSION**

Northern communities have figured prominently in recent research on climate change. However, little is known about the health effects of climate change in the North. What is more, community perspectives regarding these effects are largely absent from the literature. Our findings document the experience of a small group of community participants in Nunavut. Participants in this study conceptualized health and climate change broadly and identified the theme of reflection and changing knowledge systems as central to the relationship between the two concepts. They believe that by engaging in a process of ongoing reflection, and by continually incorporating new knowledge and experiences into traditional knowledge systems, communities may be better able to adapt and to cope with health-related challenges posed by climate change. It was in light of these ideas that the four additional themes emerged, and that the action plan was formulated. The five thematic areas identified by the participants in this study confirm, for the most part, the current, limited body of evidence on climate change and health.

Participants discussed personal and collective vulnerability in the context of the present climate transition. The
concept of vulnerability to climate change has been discussed somewhat in the literature. Ford and Smit (2004) conceptualize vulnerability as a function of exposure to climatic stresses and the adaptive capacity to cope with these stresses. They argue that in order to identify needs and improve adaptive capacity, the process must begin with an assessment of the vulnerability of the group of interest, in terms of who and what are vulnerable, to what stresses, and in what way, and what capacity exists to adapt to changing risks. The results of the present study add to this body of work by highlighting the need to explore individual vulnerability to climate change and the mental, emotional, and spiritual impact of climate change on the health of Northerners, as well as the collective vulnerability of all northern indigenous peoples, communities, and cultures.

Models of climate change and its impact on the health of northern peoples are fairly new in the literature. Existing models explore vulnerability to climate change, exposure-sensitivity of a community to climate change effects, adaptive capacity to deal with exposures, and risks (including but not limited to those associated with climate change). They include buffering factors such as the nature of the community in question and its economy, location, and population (Ford et al., 2006). The model developed by participants in this study highlights the importance of community perspective, knowledge, and the cyclic nature of the relationships between events and reactions to climate change. This model also reflects well-known Inuit perspectives of the integral connection between personal and community health and the environment.

The theme of reflection and changing knowledge systems is important in the context of the literature reporting indigenous knowledge and perspectives on climate change. The participants in this study placed importance on the roles of both traditional and new Inuit knowledge about the land, changing environment and climate, and adaptations to these changes. How knowledge is gained, transmitted, and shared within and between northern communities has changed over time with globalization and increasingly accessible telecommunications technology and media. Reflection upon these changes and critical analysis of the information available were viewed as important responsibilities for community members in exploring adaptation to climate change.

The perspectives shared in this study are not meant to represent all northern communities. Our purpose was to shed light on the impact of climate change and health through the eyes of Nunavut community members with an interest in climate change research. The particular photographs, stories, and messages that emerged through this research process reflect a unique community perspective, rendering these findings particularly relevant to the North and significant for compelling community action around the issue of climate change. The findings show that perceived effects of climate change on health are varied and multifaceted. Accordingly, responsive action to these effects must transpire at multiple socio-ecological levels, ranging from individual choices to community, municipal, provincial or territorial, and federal strategies. The multilateral approach assumed in the participants’ call to action reflects the multidimensional nature of the issue, as well as the varied opportunities for adaptation in the North.

**CONCLUSION**

Livelihood changes are predicted to continue and further alter Inuit communities and well-being (ACIA, 2004; Ford, 2009; Laidler et al., 2009). There will always be uncertainty about the magnitude of the adverse effects of climate change, and the burden of those effects will most probably fall predominantly on populations that have contributed little to the problem (Kovats and Haines, 2005). While the health impacts of climate change are not yet fully understood, this study contributes to the literature on perceived health effects of climate change in Inuit communities by identifying some community priorities surrounding this issue.

The culture, economy, and way of life of Inuit are under threat from human-induced climate change (Watt-Cloutier, 2004). The destruction of the age-old hunting economy presages destruction of the very culture of Inuit. The seriousness of the issue means that Inuit have to use every available avenue to bring their perspectives to the attention of decision makers who have the power to affect change (Watt-Cloutier, 2004; Kovats and Haines, 2005). This study further highlights the importance of participatory research and the merits of the photovoice technique in eliciting community perspectives and promoting social action from the individual to national level. Building social capacity, thereby empowering communities to gain a sense of control, is essential to managing the health effects of climate change (Costello et al., 2009). Our findings support this notion and suggest that an investment in community is an essential strategy for mitigating the ill effects of climate change on health.

This study provides the foundation for continuing community-led research projects exploring the land-health-environment relationship. Further community-led research using creative and participatory methods is needed to improve our understanding of the health implications of climate change in the North and to reduce health disparities between northern communities and the rest of Canada. This project provided community members with the opportunity to learn and apply new research skills and contribute to a growing body of knowledge about the effects of climate change on the health of Northerners. Given the health threats posed by climate change, further work should be done to bolster community involvement in these issues and to actualize change at multiple socio-ecological levels. It is by strengthening capacity that northern communities will be able to cope with, and potentially reverse, the effects of climate change on health in the North.
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